
 
 Earlier today CCBC-Essex cut the ribbon on the Carol Diane Eustis Center for Health 
Professionals, and I could not be more proud for a multitude of reasons. Before I get into all of the 
reasons why this project is so important, I wanted to mention a few things about Carol Eustis. This is a 
massive investment in Baltimore County and in particular District 8. Both the state of Maryland and 
Baltimore County contributed heavily to this $63 million project, which will not only put the entire 
health program under one roof, but also provide state-of-the-art equipment to students in a setting that 
very much simulates an actual hospital setting while allowing for collaboration between programs. 

Carol Eustis wasn’t some big donor who put a million dollars into the project, she was an 
educator who taught at the Essex campus for 46 years. She began her career as an assistant professor of 
Health and Physical Education back when the school was known as Essex Community College, eventually 
becoming a department chair. In 1999, she became the Academic Dean of Allied Health and Human 
Performance for the Community College of Baltimore County and, in 2003, became Dean of the School 
of Health Professions for CCBC. Sadly, she passed away in 2015.  

 The idea for a building that housed the entire Health program at CCBC started with Carol Eustis, 
with some colleagues remembering her speaking about it as far back as 2009, so it was only right that 
the Board of Trustees decided to name the building after her. Carol Eustis left an indelible mark on the 
entire CCBC community, and to see her honored in this way is truly something. I applaud the Board for 
their decision. 

 Now, more than ever is the time to invest in both health and education. As the pandemic rages 
in the United States, we are seeing the importance of both daily. Whether it be the construction of 
physical facilities for public schools, enacting the recommendations of the Kirwin Commission, or 
helping our Community College system put their health program under one roof and update equipment, 
we must continue to fight for and fund these initiatives.  

 When it comes to funding CCBC, it is a no-brainer. Not only are they a hub of incredible 
programs across the board, but they are also an economic engine for the county. An overwhelming 
majority – to the tune of 95% – of CCBC graduates remain and work in Baltimore County, providing a 
strong tax base.  

 I could not be more proud of our colleagues at CCBC. Dr. Sandra Kurtinitis and the Board of 
Trustees have consistently poured their hearts and souls into bettering the school, and I simply cannot 
imagine anyone doing a better job. Congratulations on getting this wonderful new project off the 
ground, and thank you for honoring such an incredible woman, Carol Diane Eustis, in the process. 

 


